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Agenda 
HRPDC Legislative Ad-Hoc Committee 

October 6, 2014 
 

Call to Order - 2:00 p.m.  
Board Room A 

 
 

1. Call to Order 
 

2. Public Comment Period (Limit: 3 minutes per individual) 
 

3. Approval of Agenda 
 

4. Development of the HRPDC 2015 Legislative Agenda 
 

5. Old/New Business 
 

6. Adjournment 



AGENDA ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting will be called to order at approximately 2:00 p.m. 
 
AGENDA ITEM #2: PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 

Members of the public are invited to address the HRPDC Legislative Ad-Hoc Committee. 
Each speaker is limited to three minutes 
 
AGENDA ITEM #3: APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Members are provided an opportunity to add or delete items from the agenda. Any item for 
which a member desires an action from the HRPDC Legislative Ad-Hoc Committee should 
be submitted at this time. 
 
AGENDA ITEM #4: DEVELOPMENT OF THE HRPDC 2015 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA 

In preparation of the 2015 General Assembly Session, the HRPDC Legislative Ad-Hoc 
Committee is tasked with developing the HRPDC 2015 Legislative Agenda. Topic areas to 
be considered by the Committee include: 
 

 Water Resources 
o Well construction records 
o Close loophole for subdivision groundwater permits 
o JLARC Study on water management 

 Emergency Management 
 Economics 
 Housing 
 FOIA 
 Federal Facilities 
 Education 
 Miscellaneous 

 
The City of Norfolk has requested the Chesapeake Climate Action Network (CCAN) 
initiative, the Virginia Coastal Protection Act, be included in the 2015 Legislative Agenda.  
 
Attachments: 4-A 
 4-B 
 4-C 
 4-D 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

Recommend a 2015 Legislative Agenda for Approval by the Commission 
 

AGENDA ITEM #5 OLD/NEW BUSINESS 
 
AGENDA ITEM #6 ADJOURNMENT 
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 1 

 2 

Department of Environmental Quality 3 

2015 Session of the General Assembly 4 

 5 

Draft Legislation 6 

Amending the Ground Water Management Act to require well 7 

drillers to register with the Department of Environmental Quality 8 

new wells constructed in ground water management areas.   9 

 10 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 11 

1. That § 62.1-258 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows: 12 

§ 62.1-258. Use of ground water in ground water management area; registration of well 13 

construction required.  14 

It shall be unlawful in a ground water management area for any person to withdraw, attempt to 15 

withdraw, or allow the withdrawal of any ground water, other than in accordance with a ground 16 

water withdrawal permit or as provided in § 62.1-259, subsections C, D and F of § 62.1-260, and 17 

subsection C of § 62.1-261.  Each water well constructed in a ground water management area 18 

shall be registered by the well driller with the Department within 30 days of its completion. 19 

Such registration shall be in a format defined by the Board, however, the Board and the Board 20 

of Health are authorized to develop joint well permitting documents and processes. The 21 

Department of Health shall provide the Board annually with a list of private wells permitted 22 

during the past year, including well characteristics and locations. 23 

 24 

[Proposed enactment clause: 2.  That the Department of Health shall provide the State Water 25 

Control Board with historic data on private well construction permitted by the Department 26 

of Health from 1992 through 2014, including well locations and characteristics. ]   27 

 28 
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 2 

Department of Environmental Quality  3 

2015 Session of the General Assembly 4 

 5 

Draft Legislation 6 

Amending the Ground Water Management Act to require a ground 7 

water withdrawal permit for a subdivision in a groundwater 8 

management area that will result in total withdrawals of 300,000 9 

gallons or more a month. 10 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 11 

1. That § 62.1-259 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows: 12 

§ 62.1-259. Certain Ground water withdrawals; when permit not required.  13 

A.   Except as set forth in subsection B, no No ground water withdrawal permit shall be required 14 

for (i) withdrawals of less than 300,000 gallons a month; (ii) temporary construction dewatering; 15 

(iii) temporary withdrawals associated with a state-approved ground water remediation; (iv) the 16 

withdrawal of ground water for use by a ground water heat pump where the discharge is 17 

reinjected into the aquifer from which it is withdrawn; (v) the withdrawal from a pond recharged 18 

by ground water without mechanical assistance; (vi) the withdrawal of water for geophysical 19 

investigations, including pump tests; (vii) the withdrawal of ground water coincident with 20 

exploration for and extraction of coal or activities associated with coal mining regulated by the 21 

Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy; (viii) the withdrawal of ground water coincident 22 

with the exploration for or production of oil, gas or other minerals other than coal, unless such 23 

withdrawal adversely impacts aquifer quantity or quality or other ground water users within a 24 

ground water management area; (ix) the withdrawal of ground water in any area not declared a 25 

ground water management area; or (x) the withdrawal of ground water pursuant to a special 26 

exception issued by the Board. 27 

 28 

B.  The developer of a subdivision, as defined in § 15.2-2201, located in a ground water 29 

management area must obtain a permit if the projected total withdrawals by individual wells 30 

within the subdivision amount to 300,000 gallons or more in any month, calculated pursuant 31 

to a method established by the Department.  This permit requirement applies to any such 32 

subdivision for which the developer obtains plat approval on or after January 1, 2016, and the 33 

developer must obtain the permit prior to withdrawals exceeding 300,000 gallons per month.  34 

Upon completion of the subdivision, the developer may transfer the permit only after the 35 

developer and transferee provide written notice to the Board in accordance with requirements 36 

established by the Department.  The construction of a new, individual well that will increase 37 

the ground water withdrawal  in a subdivision covered by a ground water withdrawal permit is 38 

prohibited without an approved permit amendment. 39 

 40 
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Scoping Document 
JLARC review of Water Resource Management  

and Planning in Virginia 

This memo details the scope of a water resource management and planning review as requested by 
the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission at its July 2014 meeting.  

On the basis of preliminary research conducted to prepare this document, JLARC staff have 
determined that a review of water resource management and planning could add the most value by 
examining five areas: (1) extent to which ground and surface water consumption is unsustainable, 
the impact of any unsustainable consumption, and the risk for overconsumption in the future; (2) 
effectiveness of the state’s permitting process for ground and surface water withdrawals; (3) 
effectiveness of state and local water resource planning; (4) adequacy of the funding and staff for  
managing Virginia’s water resources; and (5) need for strategies and practices to increase current 
ground and surface water available for consumption.  

This review could be completed no sooner than Fall 2015. 

MAJOR ISSUES 

Extent to which ground and surface water consumption is 
unsustainable 

The state may be consuming its ground and surface water supplies at unsustainable rates. 
Unsustainable rates of  water consumption may force localities, businesses, and other users to 
identify alternative water supplies and could increase the cost of  water consumption. Past 
withdrawals of  ground water in eastern Virginia appear to have contributed to several topographical 
and hydrological changes to the region, including lower water and ground levels, a relative rise in sea 
level, and increased potential for saltwater contamination of  ground water. Excessive withdrawals of  
surface water throughout Virginia may have the potential to increase the frequency, length, and 
severity of  drought.  

Scope 

· Examine the rate of  ground and surface water consumption, the water supply, and current 
and future impacts  

Purpose 

· Understand whether and the extent to which Virginia’s consumption of  water resources is 
unsustainable  
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Potential benefit 

· Assess the need for policy changes to reduce the consumption of  ground and surface water 

Effectiveness of the state’s permitting process for ground and surface 
water withdrawals 

The current permitting process for ground and surface water withdrawals may not adequately 
control the consumption of Virginia’s water resources. Consequently, the state may not be fulfilling 
its responsibility to ensure that quality water is available for all beneficial uses, including residential, 
industrial, agricultural, and recreational. Permits are required for certain large withdrawals of ground 
and surface water, and the state uses the permitting process to manage the impact of these 
withdrawals. The permitting process may be hindered by several factors, including a lack of 
information regarding current water supplies and withdrawals, limited statutory or regulatory 
authority to regulate withdrawals through permits, and limited resources at DEQ to monitor 
withdrawals and review permit applications.  

Scope 

· Assess whether the state has sufficient data on current water supplies and withdrawals to 
effectively regulate ground and surface water consumption 

· Determine whether the state has sufficient permitting authority under statute and regulations 
to regulate water withdrawals, including groundwater withdrawals resulting from new 
residential development 

· Evaluate the adequacy of the state’s process for reviewing permit applications, including the 
factors considered during the review, the length of the review, and the impact on applicants  

· Identify permitting processes used in other states to successfully manage water withdrawals  

Purpose 

· Identify potential shortcomings in the state’s permitting process and improvements to 
strengthen it 

Potential benefit 

· Implement a water withdrawal permitting process that better achieves sustainable water 
consumption  

Effectiveness of state and local water resource planning 

Little information is available about the quality of state and local water resource plans and the role 
they play in the state’s review of water withdrawal permit applications. Water resource planning can 
have three important benefits for Virginia: (i) minimize the risk that water is consumed at an 
unsustainable rate by determining the demand for water and its current supply and location; (ii) 
identify instances where residential, industrial, agricultural, or other users will compete for the same 
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water source; and (iii) help inform the state’s review and approval of ground and surface water 
withdrawal permits.  

Scope 

· Evaluate (i) the process used to develop and maintain state and local water resource plans 
and (ii) the quality of  these plans 

· Evaluate the role state and local water resource plans play in the state’s review of  water 
withdrawal permit applications 

Purpose 

· Assess whether state and local plans (i) accurately identify water supply and demand and (ii) 
identify instances where localities, industrial and commercial entities, agricultural users, and 
others will compete for the same water source 

· Assess whether recommended planning practices are being used to develop and maintain 
state and local water resource plans 

· Assess whether state and local water plans are being properly considered during the review 
of  water withdrawal permit applications 

Potential benefit 

· Develop water resource plans that better inform the regulation of  water withdrawals 

Adequacy of the funding and staff for managing Virginia’s water 
resources 

DEQ requires sufficient funding and staffing to carry out key functions regarding water resource 
management, such as monitoring ground and surface water levels, reviewing applications for water 
withdrawal permits, and overseeing state and local water resource planning. Insufficient resources 
may be contributing to unsustainable rates of water consumption, may have delayed the 
development of state and local water resource plans, and may be increasing the time needed to 
review permit applications. To address its lack of resources, DEQ may be shifting additional costs 
for monitoring water levels onto permit holders.   

Scope 

· Examine DEQ resources available to (i) monitor the withdrawal of  ground and surface 
waters, (ii) oversee state and local water resource planning, and (iii) review applications for 
water withdrawal permits in a timely manner 

Purpose 

· Assess whether the state has adequate resources to oversee water resource planning and 
regulation 
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Potential benefit 

· Carry out the state’s water resource program more effectively 

Strategies and practices to increase ground and surface water available 
for consumption 

To reduce the risk of unsustainable water consumption, strategies and practices may be needed to 
consume water resources at a more sustainable rate. These strategies and practices could include (i) 
the recycling and reuse of water for industrial and agricultural purposes, (ii) techniques to recharge 
depleted aquifers, (iii) conservation initiatives to reduce water consumption, (iv) the development of 
new water infrastructure such as reservoirs, desalination plants, and water transfer pipelines, and (v) 
options for financing such infrastructure.  

Scope 

· Identify successful strategies and practices used in Virginia and other states to increase the 
supply of  ground and surface water available for consumption 

Purpose 

· Provide detailed, actionable strategies and practices that could be successfully implemented 
in Virginia to increase the amount of ground and surface water available for consumption 

Potential benefit 

· Increase the availability of water resources for all beneficial uses 

· Minimize increases in the cost of water consumption 

RESOURCES AND TIMELINE FOR COMPLETION 

Given the broad nature of a review of water resource management and planning in Virginia, JLARC 
staff would need approximately one year to complete this review. Two to three analysts would be 
needed to conduct the proposed research. With all staff currently assigned to ongoing studies, a 
review of water resource management and planning could begin no sooner than December 2014. 
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HAMPTON ROADS PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION 
DRAFT 2015 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA 
 
In preparation for the 2015 Session of the Virginia General Assembly, the staff of the 
Hampton Roads Planning District Commission has developed this 2015 Legislative Agenda.  
It outlines, based on ongoing HRPDC projects, prior HRPDC legislative positions and work 
of the region’s localities, a series of issues that warrant regional attention during the 
upcoming legislative session.  It also provides a recommendation or recommendations 
addressing each of the issues for consideration by the HRPDC.  
(Several items are carry-overs from last session.  New language is highlighted in yellow.) 
 

WATER RESOURCES 

Water Quality Funding 
 
The HRPDC urges the General Assembly to maintain its commitment to water quality 
through dedicated and adequate state appropriations to the Water Quality Improvement 
Fund and to make full and timely payments under point source upgrade contracts with 
local governments.  
 
Chesapeake Bay Watershed Improvement Plan (WIP) Funding 
 
The HRPDC urges the General Assembly to increase funding to meet the goals established 
by Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay WIP. Specifically, funding should be provided to meet the 
goals for the agricultural SL-6 practice to exclude livestock from streams. Agricultural 
practices are the most cost effective method to reduce nutrients and Virginia needs to 
provide financial support to encourage implementation and minimize costly urban 
retrofits. 
 
Uranium Mining 
 
In September 2012, the HRPDC adopted Resolution 2012-02 reaffirming its opposition to 
uranium mining and to the lifting of the moratorium on uranium mining. Based on review 
of the several scientific studies that have been completed and the ongoing work of the 
state’s Uranium Mining Work Group, the HRPDC does not believe that an adequate 
regulatory framework to address mining operations and waste disposal is either in place or 
likely to be developed and funded. The Hampton Roads region is dependent upon water 
from Lake Gaston as an integral component of the region’s water supply.  A catastrophic 
incident associated with uranium mining upstream from Lake Gaston, while of small 
probability, would result in enormous and unacceptable adverse consequences to this 
region. 
 
The General Assembly of Virginia is requested to maintain the existing moratorium on 
uranium mining in Virginia. 
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Virginia Stormwater Management Program 
 
The HRPDC supports adequate funding to enable local governments to meet ongoing costs 
associated with local stormwater management programs.  The HRPDC believes it will be 
critical to evaluate the effectiveness of the fee structure in the Virginia Stormwater 
Management Permit regulations as the chief source of revenue for funding local 
stormwater management programs. 
• Amend Virginia Stormwater Management Law to distribute a maximum of 10% to 
the statewide stormwater fees revenue to the Virginia Stormwater Management Fund, with 
90% remaining with local governments. 
• HRPDC supports an amendment to Virginia’s Stormwater Management Program 
that would authorize a local government to fund its VSMP through such sources deemed 
appropriate by the local governing body without approval from the State Water Control 
Board. 
• Localities have been unable to receive approval for certain innovative stormwater 
treatment protocols that they believe are less expensive and more effective (oyster reefs, 
phragmites harvesting, etc.) than those protocols currently allowed.  The General Assembly 
is requested to amend the Code of Virginia to establish a regulatory framework, including 
timeline and appeals procedures for localities to obtain approval for innovative stormwater 
treatment protocols to meet TMDL requirements. 
 
Well Construction Data 
 
The HRPDC supports DEQ’s proposal that VDH provide well construction data for private 
wells that require a VDH permit. VDH would be required to provide data for new wells and 
historic data for wells installed from 1992 to 2014.  This information will allow DEQ to 
more effectively manage the groundwater resource. DEQ only permits groundwater users 
that withdraw more than 300,000 gal per month which is enough water for a 100 home 
subdivision. DEQ does not have a good estimate of the number of individual homes and 
businesses that have wells that use less than 300,000 gal per month. 
 
Groundwater Permitting 
 
The HRPDC supports DEQ’s proposal to require groundwater permits for subdivision 
withdrawals which collectively exceed 300,000 gallons/month. DEQ has proposed 
significant cuts to municipal and industrial groundwater permits based on concerns that 
the system is over allocated. DEQ’s proposal would provide a mechanism to better manage 
the resource and closes a loophole that allows a subdivision to install wells at each home to 
avoid the permit required if one well was installed to serve the whole subdivision. 
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Water Resources Study 
 
The HRPDC supports the proposed a JLARC study exploring the management of state water 
resources.  The proposed study would address the following 5 areas: 
 
(1) Extent to which ground and surface water consumption is unsustainable, the impact of 
any unsustainable consumption, and the risk for overconsumption in the future;  
 
(2) Effectiveness of the state’s permitting process for ground and surface water 
withdrawals;  
(3) Effectiveness of state and local water resource planning;  
 
(4) Adequacy of the funding and staff for managing Virginia’s water resources; and  
 
(5) Need for strategies and practices to increase current ground and surface water 
available for consumption. 
 
Lower groundwater permit threshold (300,000gal per month to 100,000) 
 
The HRPDC supports lowering the permit threshold for groundwater withdrawal permits 
from 300,000 gallons per month to 100,000 gallons per month. A withdrawal of 100,000 
gallons per month would provide water for approximately 20-30 homes. Requiring a 
permit for these withdrawals will allow DEQ to track these withdrawals and consider them 
in the management of the resource.  
 
Installation of chloride monitoring network for groundwater 
 
HRPDC supports the installation of monitoring stations to detect changes in the salinity of 
groundwater in the Coastal Plain aquifer system. Existing monitoring wells are inadequate 
to track saltwater intrusion and assess impacts to drinking water wells. DEQ and USGS are 
currently designing a sentinel monitoring network to install stations in locations that 
would provide early detection of threats to drinking water wells. HRPDC recommends that 
funds be added to DEQ’s budget to support the installation of monitoring wells in FY16. 
 
Establish land subsidence monitoring program 
 
Land subsidence contributes recurrent flooding and the impacts of sea level rise. There are 
very few measurements of land subsidence in Hampton Roads. The USGS study “Land 
subsidence and relative sea-level rise in the southern Chesapeake Bay region” reviewed the 
existing data and estimated that the rate of land subsidence is roughly equal to historic sea 
level rise. HRPDC recommends that the Commonwealth establish a program to measure or 
monitor land subsidence with the goal of developing tools to improve future projections of 
land subsidence in flood prone areas. 
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Agriculture Programs 
 
The HRPDC supports a well-financed and fully staffed state program to address the 
problem of non-point source runoff from agricultural operations. The program continue to 
include cost-share assistance to agriculture and should effectively encourage and 
incentivize implementation of priority best management practices such as nutrient 
management planning, use of cover crops, continuous no-till farming, development of 
forested riparian buffers,  livestock stream exclusion and other practices essential to 
meeting agriculture’s share of the Chesapeake Bay TMDL and Virginia Watershed 
Implementation Plan. 
• Maintain funding for agricultural best management practices in the Chesapeake Bay 
Watershed 
• Increase funding for agricultural best management practices via the Southern Rivers 
Watershed Enhancement Program.  
• Require Soil & Water Conservation Districts to report installation of agricultural 
BMPs to localities to assist in meeting TMDL requirements. 
 
Septic Tanks  
 
The Chesapeake Bay TMDL establishes limits on the amount of nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
sediment that can enter the Bay. As part of the effort to meet the nitrogen limits set forth in 
the TMDL, reductions in the nitrogen load from the onsite sewage system sector must be 
achieved. Monitoring of septic tank pump out (once per 5 years), as required by the 
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, should be conducted by the Virginia Department of 
Health not by localities. The HRPDC supports the following recommendations: 
 
• Seek legislative changes necessary to establish state tax credits for 
upgrade/replacement of existing conventional systems with nitrogen reducing systems, or 
connection to existing sewer. 
• General Assembly should grant all counties the authority to require hook-ups to 
existing sewer lines when appropriate. 
• Provide additional funding for the cost share program supporting septic tank 
owners to hook up to sewer systems. 
• Amend the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act to require that regulation and 
enforcement of septic tank pump out requirements be conducted by the Virginia 
Department of Health. At a minimum, VDH should develop an annual report identifying 
septic tank owners that have not complied with pump out requirements. Localities would 
continue to maintain an inventory and tracking system for septic tank locations. 
 
State Fees on Local Government Services (water, sewer, solid waste) 
 
The HRPDC strongly opposes the imposition of a state fee, tax or surcharge on water, 
sewer, solid waste or any service provided by a local government or authority to finance 
the nutrient reductions imposed by the Chesapeake Bay TMDL. 
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
 
Emergency Management Funding  
 
Virginia’s vulnerability to an increased number and variety of threats, a greater frequency 
of actual emergency events, and a growing population base, severely strain and threaten to 
overwhelm the budgets and capacities of local emergency management programs.  HRPDC, 
in agreement with the Virginia Emergency Management Association, supports the 
establishment of dedicated funding to enable localities to adequately prepare for, respond 
to and recover from emergencies and disasters. 
 
Emergency Planning 
 
HRPDC, in agreement with the Virginia Emergency Management Association, supports the 
establishment of minimum criteria as part of the certification requirements for nursing 
homes, assisted living facilities, adult day care centers, and child daycare centers to include 
the development of emergency plans, coordination of emergency plans with local 
emergency management agencies, and provision of alternate power (generators) to 
support essential facility functions (emergency lighting, medical equipment, 
communications). 
 
State Support for Readily Deployable Assets  
 
The HRPDC supports efforts to provide liability coverage, hold harmless, and workers 
compensation to emergency responders. Additionally, the HRPDC supports the use of State 
resources for sustaining and replacing used/damaged equipment and supplies for the 
Hampton Roads Medical Metropolitan System Strike Team (HRMMST), Hampton Roads 
Incident Management Team (HRIMT), and other regional readily deployable assets, 
without activating the State Mutual Aid agreement and/or obtaining a federal emergency 
declaration.  
 
Alternate Power for Commercial Fueling Sites  
 
Commercial fueling sites are essential to support major evacuations as well as post-disaster 
transportation, however, loss of power would disable their pumps.  The HRPDC supports 
legislation to provide incentives for commercial fueling sites located on or adjacent to 
primary evacuation and transportation routes to acquire generators in order to maintain 
their ability to pump gas when standard power is lost.  
 

Emergency Shelters 

Emergency shelter capacity throughout Virginia is insufficient to meet the demand for 
shelter space in major disasters.  In order for localities to increase current shelter capacity, 
engineering assessments of current and proposed hurricanes shelters need to be 
conducted to determine their wind rating, and additional staff and essential supplies must 
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be acquired to support new shelters.  The HRPDC supports legislation to provide funding to 
localities to enable them to conduct engineering assessments and acquire resources 
necessary to increase current shelter capacity. 
 
ECONOMICS & HOUSING 
 
Economic Development 
 
• Support continued state and federal funding and technical assistance for 
infrastructure investments and economic development programs as effective means for 
enhancing business development. 
• Support economic development policies that bolster local and regional efforts. 
 
Virginia Housing Trust Fund 
 
Housing trust funds are distinct funds established by city, county, or state governments 
that receive ongoing dedicated sources of public funding to support the preservation and 
production of affordable housing opportunities for families and individuals to access 
decent affordable housing.  The HRPDC supports legislation that would appropriate a 
dedicated funding stream to the VHTF for future housing programs and projects.  
 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT ISSUES 
 
Advertising of Required Public Notices 
 
Many provisions of the Code of Virginia require the advertising of public notices in a 
“newspaper published or having general circulation in the locality.”  As newspaper 
circulation continues to decline and citizens look increasingly to the internet for news and 
information, it appears that alternative means of providing public notice would be 
appropriate. Increasingly, state agencies are using their websites and other electronic 
media to handle public notice requirements. The HRPDC supports legislation that would 
allow local governments, planning district commissions and other regional agencies to 
publish legal advertisements and public notices on their website and to use other media 
outlets, such as local public access channels, in order to meet legislative requirements for 
public notices. 
 
FOIA Requirements 
 
The Virginia FOIA Council is currently reviewing FOIA requirements and exemptions.  The 
HRPDC opposes any changes to the Virginia Freedom of Information Act that would impose 
additional burdens on localities. 
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FEDERAL FACILITIES 
 
The Hampton Roads region relies significantly on the defense sector. Proposals are moving 
forward from Hampton Roads localities to maintain state support for the industry and for 
protection of existing facilities. To assist its member localities to ensure the continued 
viability of the defense presence in Hampton Roads, the HRPDC supports proposals to: 
 

• Maintain state funding for the land acquisition program supporting mitigation of 
encroachment around NAS Oceana in Virginia Beach and NALF Fentress in 
Chesapeake. 
 

• Maintain state funding for the land acquisition program supporting mitigation of 
encroachment around Joint Base Langley-Fort Eustis in Hampton. 
 

• Amend legislation governing the Federal Action Contingency Trust (FACT) Fund to 
clarify that such funds are to be used to encourage business growth and protect 
existing military resources and use of these funds is not contingent upon a new Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) round or BRAC-like action. 
 

• Ensure that DoD encroachment concerns are given full consideration when making 
onshore and offshore land use decisions affecting military bases in Hampton Roads. 
Specifically, carefully monitor all onshore and offshore energy proposals; support the 
development of any needed JLUS and all anti-encroachment activities.  
 

EDUCATION 
 
Higher Education 
 
The HRPDC recognizes the important role that public institutions of higher education play 
in contributing to the economic vitality of the Commonwealth and the well-being of its 
citizens. Hampton Roads is home to several public institutions with clear commitments to 
providing access to a top-quality and affordable higher education experience.  The HRPDC 
supports proposals to ensure adequate funding to hire enough full-time faculty to bring the 
faculty student ratios in line with the average of 17-1.  In addition, the HRPDC supports 
elevating the Base Adequacy Funding percentage of all institutions in the region. 
 
K-12 Education 
 
The lack of adequate state funding support for K-12 public education has placed an 
inordinate burden on localities. A strong public school system is essential to economic 
development and prosperity.  The HRPDC opposes legislative efforts to further shift K-12 
per pupil funding responsibility away from the Commonwealth and onto local 
governments.   
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MISCELLANEOUS 
 
Recycling Requirements 
 
Each locality in the Commonwealth, individually or through a regional collaboration, is 
required to achieve a 25% recycling rate.  A key constraint to local ability to achieve or 
exceed this recycling rate has been the lack of markets for the materials as well as access to 
industries that recycle or reuse the material. Recycling is an economic development tool as 
well as an environmental tool. Despite increased public awareness of the benefits of 
recycling, beverage container recycling has been declining in recent years, while the 
amount of beverage containers that are being sold and consumed has increased over time. 
 
The HRPDC supports legislation that would:  
 

• Grant localities the authority to require certain businesses to recycle glass. 
 

• Prioritize incentives to businesses that recycle materials, such as glass, paper and 
electronics, while concurrently providing new employment opportunities. 

 
Plastic Bags 
 
Plastic bags that are not properly disposed of contribute to unsightly littering of Virginia’s 
landscape, contaminate various agricultural crops, contribute to mortality of aquatic 
species and birds and contribute to urban stormwater problems.  While voluntary recycling 
programs and substitution of reusable shopping bags has had some success in reducing the 
volume of plastic bags that must be disposed of, improper disposal of plastic bags appears 
to be increasing.  In reaction to the problems associated with improper disposal of plastic 
bags, restrictions on the use of plastic bags by localities throughout the country is 
becoming more widespread.  The HRPDC supports legislation that would provide localities 
the option of restrictions on the use of plastic bags through increased voluntary programs, 
incentives, taxes or outright bans. 
 
Balloon Releases 
 
The Virginia Code currently allows the release of up to fifty (50) balloons an hour; 
however, balloons present a significant threat to wildlife and the environment and are a 
significant part of the litter collected from area waterways. 

 The General Assembly is requested to limit the release of balloons to ten (10) or less 
for those balloons which are (i) made of a non-biodegradable or non-
photodegradable material which requires more than five minutes of contact with air 
or water to degrade and (ii) inflated with a substance which is lighter than air. 

 Further, the HRPDC requests that any persons in violation be liable for a civil 
penalty no to exceed five dollars per balloon, which shall be paid to the Lifetime 
hunting and Fishing Endowment Fund. 
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 These provisions shall not apply to any balloons released for scientific or 
meteorological purposes or hot air balloons that are recovered after launch. 
 

Increase Funding to PDCs  

In FY 2001, HRPDC received $366,628 or $0.24 per capita in basic funding from the 
Commonwealth’s budget through the Department of Housing and Community 
Development. The legislative agenda of the Virginia Association of Planning District 
Commissions supports overall funding of Virginia’s Planning District Commissions at a 
level of $0.35 per capita or a minimum of $100,000 per commission, whichever is greater.  

 
Unfunded Mandates  
 
The HRPDC opposes unfunded mandates by the Commonwealth. When funding for a 
mandated program is altered, the mandate should be suspended until full funding is 
restored. When legislation with a cost to localities is passed by the General Assembly, the 
cost should be borne by the state, and the legislation should contain a sunset clause 
providing that the mandate is not binding on localities until funding by the Commonwealth 
is provided. Furthermore, HRPDC opposes the shifting of fiscal responsibility from the state 
to localities for existing programs. Any unfunded mandate or shifting of responsibility, such 
as maintenance of state transportation facilities or litter control, should be accompanied by 
a full fiscal and program analysis to determine the relative costs to the state and to the 
locality and to assure the state is meeting its full funding responsibility before taking effect.  
 




